The prediction of flanking transmission in buildings can be assessed theoretically using Statistical Energy Analysis (SEA), In this method, the coupling between plates is usually estimated based on the wave approach for the corresponding semi-infinite plates. The experimental verification of the SEA model for a speeific plate junction may reveal discrepancies between theoretical and experimental results, which are caused either by the failure of the calculation model for semi-infinite plates or by the violation of the basic SEA assumptions. h this paper, a semi-analytical calculation model is proposed to determine the source of the prediction error,
The seti-analytical calculation model adopted in this paper is referred to as 'semi-modal superposition approach', since the bending and in-plane wavefields are described by a series expansion similar to a modal superposition (1), The proposed model represents a powerful tool for verifying SEA predictions, when the model for semi-itilnite plates, applied for calculating the coupling loss factors, is based on the same equations of motion and a similar description of the boundary conditions at the junction, The application of other analflical calculation models for validating SEA calculations has been reported in literature (2,3).
As an example, the veloeity level d~erence at a comer junction of two identical plates (a) and two plates with different thicknesses @) is shown in Fig. 1 , comparing numetical results obtained by SEA and the semi-modal superposition approach, The results illustrate that both approaches agee well for the junction of two identical plates, but show that SEA tends to overestimate the transmission between the two dflerent plates, The figure further illustrates that a modal overlap factor exceeding unity and a stilcient amount of modes contained in a frequency band are crucial for accurate SEA predictions (4). To improve the applicability of SEA for estimating flanking transmission in buildings, recent studies have extended the wave approach for semi-ti~tite plates to junctions of ollhotropic (5) and point cormec[ed plates (6). For both types of junctions, two additional calculation models were developed based on the semi-modaf superposition approach. Since these models are insensitive to the assumptions inherent to the SEA theory, possible discrepancies between measured data and SEA predictions can be explained by a comparison with the results of the sefi-modal superposition approach.
The experimental verification of the model for orthotropic plates @ig. 2a) on a comer junction of two identical, dissimilarly oriented plates revealed some substantial deviations between SEA results and experimental data at high and low frequencies. Since the ditTerences were predicted by the semi-modal superposition approach only at low frequencies, it can be concluded that the low frequency discrepancies are caused by a violation of the SEA principles, but that the high frequency prediction error was caused by m incorrect model of the junction. The relatively large prediction error for the case of the point connected plates in Fig. 2b was caused by the fact that the positions of the point connections excluded certain modes from participating at the structure-borne sound transmission. The resulting local maximum of the velocity level dtierence was predicted by the semi-modal superposition approach at a higher frequency.
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